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ABSTRACT

Breast auto-augmentation uses as woman’s own breast tissue to optimize breast shape and projection. Additionally, it incorporates mastectomy techniques to correct any sagging in the breasts and remove excess skin. In many patients, mastectomy alone improves the shape of the breast but does not necessarily achieve the degree of upper breast fill the patient desires. It is therefore, advisable to use a breast implant to improve the shape of the ptotic breast following massive weight loss (MWL) and to provide more youthful upper pole fullness. This solution, however, introduces the possible concerns, objections, and complications associated with breast implants. Our study aims at comparing results of augmentation mastectomy in massive weight loss patients either by rearrangement of local breast tissues or by further introducing an implant. During our study, clinical analysis and algorithmic approach was introduced for proper dealing with cases of breast ptosis following massive weight loss.

Patients and Methods: We started our retrospective study in August 2012 reviewing 50 patients done at Kast Elainty University Hospitals, and some private practice of the authors from December 2008 to January 2012 with history of massive weight loss (MWL). Patients were divided into 2 groups (Groups A and B). Group A patients who are grade 2 (atrophic ptotic breasts) were scheduled for breast implant augmentation with mastectomy, while Group B patients who are grade 3 (apparently adequate volume with ptotic breasts) were divided randomly into two groups that scheduled for breast implant augmentation with mastectomy and the other group were scheduled for augmentation procedure.

Results: In this series, complications were observed more frequently in patients who underwent a mastectomy with implant augmentation. An average of one third of patients who were scheduled for vertical mastectomy with implant augmentation suffered some form of postoperative complication. Patients who underwent breast autoaugmentation suffered much less complication rates. Thus, breast reshaping with mastectomy and augmentation with autologous tissues have significant advantages in terms of safety with less complications. However, number of patients who underwent implant augmentation mastectomy was almost double the number of those underwent autoaugmentation though their number was nearly equal.

Conclusion: Implant mastectomy, though more risky, it is more cosmetic, with long lasting results. Auto-augmentations carries the lowest risk, though it is not long lasting procedure, may turn out to bottoming and pseudo-ptic breasts. We believe that a multidisciplinary approach is best. Centres of excellence are clearly the future for this sub-speciality within plastic surgery as facilities, trained staff and time are needed to maximise efficiency, safety and improved outcomes. Large volume work will allow research and expertise to develop with time. In the future, the birth and the rise of new mammary implant concepts and technologies could completely change the concept of breast autoaugmentation of the massive weight loss breast.

INTRODUCTION

Breast surgery in massive weight loss (MWL) patients is an artistic endeavor, an exercise in right brain creativity. Clarification of patient expectations and knowledge of individual anatomic characteristics are critical to the surgical plan, but ultimately it is an internalized vision of what is normal and aesthetically pleasing that guides the procedure [1].

Although the breast represents only one aspect of the massive weight loss patient, the deformity is often complex, blending into the upper abdomen, lateral chest, and arm. The long, deflated, ptotic breast following massive weight loss is still poorly understood, and although we are familiar with intricacies related to breast ptosis as the result of age, pregnancy, and gravity, those following massive weight loss pose additional challenges [2].

Surgeons’ tools are tissue, muscle, and skin, and every incision or transfer of tissue results in scars and changes that cannot be erased. Furthermore, each patient heals in a unique manner. Surgeons must understand how each procedure affects healing and the result as it “ages”. After breast implant surgery, the tissue ages differently than after autologous flap procedures. Unilateral procedures, particularly with implants, also produce longitudinal aging disparities [3].
Breast auto-augmentation uses as woman’s own breast tissue to optimize breast shape and projection. Additionally, it incorporates mastopexy techniques to correct any sagging in the breasts and remove excess skin. The procedures are also referred to as breast lift with autoaugmentation or breast autoaugmentation-mastopexy because it augments and lifts the breasts [4].

In many patients, mastopexy alone improves the shape of the breast but does not necessarily achieve the degree of upper breast fill the patient desires. It is therefore, advisable to use a breast implant to improve the shape of the ptotic breast following massive weight loss (MWL) and to provide more youthful upper pole fullness, and add an element of permanence to the correction while minimizing the length of the mastopexy scars [5].

This solution, however, introduces the possible concerns, objections, and complications associated with breast implants [6].

Our study aims at comparing results of augmentation mastopexy in massive weight loss patients either by rearrangement of local breast tissues or by further introducing an implant. During our study, clinical analysis and algorithmic approach was introduced for proper dealing with cases of breast ptosis following massive weight loss.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

We started our retrospective study in August 2012 reviewing 50 patients done at Kasr Elainy University Hospitals, and some private practice of the authors, period from December 2008 to January 2012 with history of massive weight loss.

All patients included in this study were seeking for body contour improvements after massive weight loss, and they were weight stable for at least 6 months.

All the patients underwent a general medical examination. None of these patients had any major medical condition that might be a contraindication for a longer surgical procedure (all patients were at least New York Heart Association classification II).

We excluded all smokers and those whose general conditions didn’t allow for such procedures, as well as, patients with BMI less than 30kg/m².

Finally we were left with 43 patients whose deformities were ideal for breast reconstructive procedures with breast lift associated with either auto-augmentation or implant augmentation.

Physical examination of the breast: Included the breast and axilla for masses, tenderness, and induration.

Evaluation of body-contour deformities of the breasts consisted of determining two factors:

• Degree and quality of skin excess or deficiency, and
• Degree of content (fat and glandular tissue in breast) excess or deficiency.

The following measurements were recorded:

• Sternal notch and/or mid-clavicle to nipples.
• Nipples to midline.
• Extent of ptosis: Either the degree and/or measurement from nipple to inframammary fold and inframammary fold to lowest point of the breast.
• Determination whether the native breast parenchyma and lateral roll together will provide adequate volume for breast reshaping procedure, either subjectively or objectively.
• Pinch testing of the breast substance.

Patients’ demographics included age, body mass index at the time of mammoplasty, weight loss, risk factors, nipple to notch measurements, and degree of ptosis.

All 43 patients presented with breast ptosis and volume loss Pittsburgh Scale Grade 2 or 3, and requested both larger and uplifted breasts, necessitating a combined mastopexy/breast augmentation.

Patients were divided into 2 groups (Groups A and B). Group A patients who are grade 2 (atrophic ptotic breasts) were scheduled for breast implant augmentation with mastopexy, while Group B patients who are grade 3 (apparently adequate volume with ptotic breasts) were divided randomly into two groups that scheduled for breast implant augmentation with mastopexy and the other group were scheduled for autoaugmentation procedure.

Among each group, patients were re-assessed for the degree of breast ptosis, the size of the native breast parenchyma, and pinching test for breast thickness.

Photographs were taken from several views as part of the physical examination.

All patients consented to a standardised clinical and photographic work-up. An extensive informed
consent took place, with particular attention to outlining realistic outcomes expectations.

The operative data points included skin takeout pattern, weight of tissue resected, and the type of pedicle used.

While selecting the technique, patients are divided into two groups:

In Group A patients, patients were further subdivided according to our clinical analysis to three groups:

Group I: Whom ptosis is lower than 2cm that underwent two management lines:
A- Who underwent dual plane augmentation mammoplasty (when pinching test is less than 3cm).
B- Who underwent crescent augmentation mastopexy (when pinching test is greater than 3cm).

Group II: Whom ptosis degree from 2 to 4cm who underwent circumareolar augmentation mastopexy.

Group III: Whom ptosis degree is greater than 4cm who underwent circumvertical augmentation mastopexy.

In Group B patients, that were randomly divided into two groups:

Group I: Whom underwent auto-augmentation mammoplasty (biological implant).

Group II: Whom underwent implant augmentation mastopexy following the same algorithm like Group A patients putting in mind the Addition Subtraction Concept.

Breast auto-augmentation techniques:

• Dermal suspension/parenchymal reshaping and selective autoaugmentation.

• Superior or superomedial flap technique with keeping the inferior portion for augmentation.

• Circumvertical superiorly based flap mastopexy with implant augmentation.

• Estimation of the volume of the implant.

To estimate the patient’s current breast size, measurements were taken with the patient wearing a soft, non-padded bra. The following measurements were required:

1- Chest circumference at the IMC (in inches).
2- Chest circumference at nipple level (in inches).

To estimate the cup size, we used measurements 1 and 2 as follows:

• The strap size is determined by adding 5 in to the chest circumference at the IMC; i.e., if the measurement is 29 inches, the strap size would be 29+5=34.

• The cup size is the difference between the chest measurement at the nipple level and the IMC, with a difference of 5 in equal to an A cup and each additional inch another cup. A difference of 4 inches would be a AA cup, and a difference of 3 inches a AAA cup. If the IMC measurement is 29 inches and the nipple level circumference is 36 inches, this would be 36-29=7, or a C cup. When less than 5 inches, divide the A cup by 2 for a AA cup (100 grams) or by 3 for a AAA cup (80 grams).

In the average case, every cup size for a brassiere was an increment of 200ml of implant or grams of breast tissue, so an A cup would be 200g, a B cup 400g, a C cup 600g, and so on.

We used these measurements to plan the size and base diameter of the implant as simple addition. We also tried to estimate the amount of breast tissue to be removed as this will, of course, affect the final breast volume. We guessed within a half cup size (100 grams) and added this to the implant size.

Implant placement:

We made a decision to use a totally submuscular pocket for implant placement in all cases undergoing vertical mastopexy-augmentation in an attempt to minimize the “bottom out” of the implant over time.

To minimize the descent of the breast over the muscle, we maximized the breast tissue removed so that the remaining breast (without an implant) would be reduced to 200-300g (A/B cup). Therefore, our submuscular implants were never larger than 350ml.

In cases undergoing Wise mastopexy-augmentation, we decided to choose the submuscular implants because postbariatric patients present a special dilemma. Their severe evolution favors submuscular implant position as a consequence of poor soft tissue.

The placement of the implant in other techniques depend on the pinching test of the breast fold.

Implant type, shape and texture:

All implants used in our thesis were silicon filled, high profile, cohesive gel, and rounded
**Postoperative evaluation:**

**Early postoperative:**

Recording the operative complications either major or minor.

**Late postoperative:**

An objective and subjective comparisons were done between the implant using technique versus the biological implant technique:

*Subjectively:* With help of a direct patient questionnaire, patients in whom the procedure had been performed more than six months previously were asked to informally evaluate their aesthetic result, based on a series of parameters including volume, symmetry, shape of the breast mound, and symmetry of the nipple-areolar complex, as follows:

- Five = Excellent.
- Four = Good.
- Three = Fair.
- Two = Mediocre.
- One = Poor.

*Objectively:* A panel formed of three consultants of plastic surgery was held to compare both techniques evaluating: Symmetry, NAC position, axis, and size, NAC to IMF distance, IMF position, Ratio between the supra areolar to infra areolar areas, breast contouring and size, breast consistency and scarring problems.

**RESULTS**

A total of 50 post-bariatric surgery massive weight loss patients were counselled initially to choose 43 MWL patients with the following characteristics:

- Suitable breast deformities (breast ptosis and volume loss Pittsburgh Scale Grade 2 or 3).
- Have major concerns about their current breast shape, and
- Consider breast reshaping as their top priority following massive weight loss.

Patients were divided into 2 groups (Groups I and II). Group I patients were scheduled for breast implant augmentation with mastopexy, while Group II were randomly divided into two groups either patients were scheduled for an auto-augmentation procedure or implant augmentation with mastopexy, among each group, patients were re-assessed for the degree of breast ptosis and the size of the native breast parenchyma (Table 1).

We made our decision to use a submuscular pocket versus subglandular pocket according to pinching testing.

Group A and Group B patients were evaluated individually and both techniques in each group were compared in terms of cosmetic appearance, incidence of complications, and patient's satisfaction.

The outcome data were collected together with complications and the need for revisional surgery.

**Objective assessment of postoperative results:**

23 patients got 5/5, 7 patients got 4/5, 6 patients got 3/5, 5 patients got 2/5, while 20 patients got 1/5.

The 23 patients who were excellent were: 15 patients who inserted implants while the remaining 8 patients underwent mastopexy alone.

The 20 patients who were criticized by patients by a way or another (15 patients without implants and 5 patients with implants).

**Objective assessment of postoperative results:**

18 patients got 5/5, 12 patients got 4/5, 8 patients got 3/5, while 5 patients got 2/5.

**Table (1): Surgical procedures in both groups.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group A (Implant technique)</th>
<th>Group B (Autoaugmentation procedures)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td>No. of Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent mastopexy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual plane augmentation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mammaplasty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumareolar augmentation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mastopexy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table (2): Postoperative complications in both groups.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implant technique</th>
<th>Non implant technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAC partial loss</td>
<td>2 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAC partial loss</td>
<td>2 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implant extusion</td>
<td>1 patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild infection</td>
<td>17 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capsular contracture</td>
<td>4 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild wound infection</td>
<td>10 patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table (3): Subjective assessment of postoperative results in both groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Points of dissatisfaction</td>
<td>No. of Patients</td>
<td>Points of dissatisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Asymmetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume dissatisfaction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Contour dissatisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contour dissatisfaction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Asymmetrical NAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetrical NAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt; one factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; one factor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Management options for the included patients

Fig. (1): Management options.

Patients distribution regarding degree of ptosis

Fig. (2): Patient distribution regarding ptosis degree.

Fig. (3) and Fig. (4): Plots illustrating implant insertion plane and size.

Fig. (3): Plane of implant insertion.

Fig. (4): Implants sizes used in the study.
Case (1): Circumvertical augmentation mastopexy pre- and postoperative photos.

Case (2): Rubin's autoaugmentation pre- and postoperative photos.
Case (3): Circumvertical mastopexy pre- and postoperative photos.

Case (4): Superior pedicle and inferior portion auto augmentation pre- and postoperative photos.
DISCUSSION

Breast and body contouring following massive weight loss is on the rise. Although the breast represents only one aspect of the massive weight loss patient, the deformity is often complex, blending into the upper abdomen, lateral chest, and arm [2].

The typical “cosmetic surgery” patient without a history of substantial weight loss has areas of moderate fat excess with minimal skin excess, and is adequately treated with minimally invasive procedures, such as liposuction, allowing the elastic properties of skin to resolve the residual minor skin excess.

In contrast, areas of major skin excess, such as those seen in the MWL patient, do not contract adequately to achieve a reasonable cosmetic result with minimally invasive methods, necessitating excisional procedures.

Massive weight loss following bariatric surgery frequently results in body contour deformities such as ptotic with or without hypoplastic breasts. In addition, redundant skin and subcutaneous tissue often develops in the lateral thoracic and axillary regions of such patients. This excess tissue can be useful for autogenous breast augmentation in patients after massive weight loss. However, the implant usage may be of importance as an adding volume factor [7].

The types of breast deformities seen following massive weight loss are relatively new, and to best manage these patients and assess outcomes, it is important that we understand the defect.

Classification systems exist for breast ptosis; however, these are based mainly on nipple position. The degree of ptosis following massive weight loss has both a glandular component and a true ptosis component, stressing the importance of evaluating not only the nipple position but the gland and skin envelope as well [8].

The Pittsburgh Rating Scale has recently been developed to measure contour deformities following massive weight loss, with potential applications in preoperative planning and evaluating results. However, assessing the breast deformities and evaluating long-term results remains a challenge and will always have a certain degree of subjectivity.

The goals of both reconstructive and aesthetic breast surgery are to meet size and shape expectations, preserve function, achieve symmetry, and minimize scars [9].

The surgical reshaping of these breasts often requires dramatic skin resection, coupled with parenchymal shaping, incorporating suture plication and suspension techniques to achieve attractive long-term results.

The maintenance of shape over time might best be demonstrated by longitudinal evaluation of results of three-dimensional images of the breast and comprehensive yet easy-to-use rating scales [10].

Reports of procedures for breast lifts appeared as early as the 1950s; however, no reliable method of breast augmentation was available until Cronin and Gerow, with the help of Dow Corning Corporation, brought the Silicone gel breast implant to the medical marketplace in 1963 [11].

Spear and others have written of complications encountered due to combining the two procedures of breast augmentation and mastopexy; these include nipple-areolar necrosis, implant malposition, contour deformities, poor scarring, and implant infections [12].

Many plastic surgeons have advised against performing these two procedures simultaneously. However, when they are done as a single procedure, excellent results can be obtained, and this practice is preferred by patients as being less expensive and less inconvenient than staged procedures [13].

Mastopexy with implant augmentation in the MWL patient is an operation of temporal value meant to restore a youthful, uplifted appearance to the MWL breast that have sagged and lost its shape. The improvement effect is usually not a lasting one. Time and gravitational forces eventually reverse some of the tightening and elevation produced by surgery [14].

In our study we performed mastopexy with implant augmentation in 23 patients and depending on the degree of breast ptosis, we used the crescent mastopexy, dual plane mastopexy, circumareolar mastopexy or vertical mastopexy-augmentation following the criteria of pittsburgh scale, however dual plane mastopexy as a useful technique for mild cases with severely atrophic breast is considered in our thesis.

The decision regarding implant placement, submuscular versus subglandular, also must be made. In a very thin woman with small atrophic and ptotic breasts, submuscular placement is
favoured, and in a woman with ptotic B cup, the subglandular route could be more appropriate.

However, it is preferable to use a totally submuscular pocket because if the musculofascial attachments are maintained, the implant will not “bottom out” over time [15].

To minimize the descent of the breast over the muscle, one should maximize the breast tissue removed so that the remaining breast (without the implant) would be reduced to 200-300g [16]. In our thesis, this fact was used to introduce the implant concept in even grade 3 Pittsburgh scale system depending on the technique of addition subtraction.

When the augmentation is intended to correct breast ptosis, the implant is best positioned in the subglandular plane, providing upper pole fullness and definition to the inframammary crease. If the implant is placed in a submuscular position without associated skin resection, a tight lower subpectoral pocket can restrict proper descent of the implant and the breast parenchyma may rotate over it, creating a double-bubble deformity [17].

We made a decision to use a totally submuscular pocket for implant placement in all cases undergoing vertical mastopexy-augmentation in an attempt to minimize the “bottom out” of the implant over time giving a more durable effect.

To minimize the descent of the breast over the muscle, we maximized the breast tissue removed so that the remaining breast (without an implant) would be reduced to 200-300g (A/B cup). Therefore, our submuscular implants were never larger than 350ml.

Often the use of an implant in a mastopexy or reduction will do as much to improve the shape as to increase the size. In fact, with proper planning, the implant can add longevity to the early result. Choosing the proper technique can be daunting to the novice.

Patients with breast ptosis subsequent to massive weight loss, who are subjected to mastopexy and augmentation with implants, experience a high incidence of complications. In addition, in some cases, precise implant positioning to produce an aesthetically pleasing long-term result can be very challenging because of the skin excess of the ptotic breast as well as the unsatisfactory volume of covering tissues [18].

In this series, complications were observed more frequently in patients who underwent a mastopexy with implant augmentation. An average of one third of patients who were scheduled for vertical mastopexy with implant augmentation suffered some form of postoperative complication.

Patients who underwent breast auto-augmentation using either dermal suspension/total parenchymal reshaping, superiorly based flaps together with inferior portion auto-augmentation or vertical mastopexy techniques suffered much less complication rates.

Thus, breast reshaping with mastopexy and augmentation with autologous tissues have significant advantages in terms of safety with less complications.

In our study, we excluded all patients with ongoing weight loss but still obese, history of tobacco smoking, active skin infection, as well as, any medical condition that might endanger the outcome of the procedure.

According to Rubin, the technique of dermal suspension and parenchymal reshaping has proved to be very safe and reliable [19]. Although, in our study, this technique was only confined to cases with massive fibroadenosis that might hinder folding of a superiorly based flap.

The superomedial flap rotation-advancement technique has been used to reshape the ptotic deflated breast following massive weight loss.

This technique has been inspired by necessity and applied to the massive weight loss patient based on many of the basic concepts and principles as discussed by Lejour and Hall-Findlay [20].

According to Losken 2007, the superomedial technique has proven to be a reliable and versatile technique, with the benefits for various aspects of the massive weight loss breast deformity being numerous [9].

The ability to use the vascularised extension of the superomedial pedicle to autoaugment the upper pole provides fullness to an area that is often devoid of volume and otherwise difficult to full without implants. The rotation of this extended superomedial pedicle provides a parenchymal defect in the inferior pole that is then amenable to parenchymal plication and lateral breast advancement [9].

The importance of this is especially magnified in the massive weight loss patient where any reliance on the inelastic skin envelope for breast reshaping will invariably contribute to recurrence
of breast ptosis. The skin envelope is very relaxed, with the skin being thin and atrophic.

These principles are not new, as Lejour recognized the importance of such glandular suturing [21].

Although this technique is applicable through the vertical pattern in patients with lesser deformities and relatively good skin quality, the majority will require a Wise pattern skin takeout to address the lateral chest wall deformity.

Additionally, transfer of tissue from the lateral thoracic region on large dermal pedicles has been described without identification or dissection of axial blood vessels (Rubin; 2006).

The introduction of the perforator concept in flap surgery has resulted in significant progress in the field of reconstructive surgery during the last decade; however, our area of expertise in breast reconstruction following massive weight loss at Kas Alainy Hospitals does not include these types of reconstructive procedures.

Conclusion:

Implant mastopexy, though more risky, it is more cosmetic, with long lasting results. Autoaugmentations carries the lowest risk, though it is not long lasting procedure, may turn out to a bottoming and pseudo-ptotic breasts.

We believe that a multidisciplinary approach is best. Centres of excellence are clearly the future for this sub-speciality within plastic surgery, as facilities, trained staff and time are needed to maximise efficiency, safety and improved outcomes.

Large volume work will allow research and expertise to develop with time. In the future, the birth and the rise of new mammory implant concepts and technologies could completely change the concept of breast autoaugmentation of the massive weight loss breast.
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